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PREDICTING WATER QUALITY AND QUANTITY TO BE DISCHARGED FROM A
PROPOSED UNDERGROUND URANIUM MINE
Popielak, R.S., Taylor, H.J., Olsen, R.L.
D'Appolonia Conaulting Engineers, Inc.
Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
The quality and quantity of water flowing into the shaft and headings
of a planned underground mine has been effectively predicted for
non-standard hydrogeologic conditions using currently available
techniques and equipment applied in a creative and unique manner. In
particular, inflow was determined for a proposed uranium mine in the
~estern United States in wnich the following conditions exist:
o

The mine workinga will be situated in an active recharge
area.

o

The only aquifer saturated through its entire thickness
consisted of arkosic conglomerate.

o

No zones of elevated secondary permeability such aa faulting
and depositional/erosional discontinuous were detected.

o

The shaft will be approximately 1066 meters (3500 feet)
deep with headings located at depths of 847 meters (2780
feet) and 1027 meters (3370 feet) below the surface.

To gather data for prediction of inflow, water quantity and quality,
a large number of drill stem teats (DST) were conducted with teat
interpretation performed electronically during teating. At depths
preselected from geophysical logs, the hydrodynamic properties of
the aquifer of interest were llll!asured and water samples were collected during the flow perioda of DSTs. The unique electronic
in-situ analysis of formation behavior was made possible by the use
of down hole piezoelectric transducers interfaced with surface
located data processing equipment.
The geocnemical characteristics of the mineralized zones and
associated chemical characteristics of the formation water were

determined by<~ analysis of water samples obtained from the DST.
Emphasis was placed on parameters that may effect the quality of
surface waters when discharge on mine water occurs.
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The, following data procurement, an aquifer profile- was constructed
and analyzed in conjunction with the mine development schedule.
An

inflow hydrograph for various stages of mine development was generated. A geochemical/lithologic profile was also con8truct~d to
calculate the concentration of selected chemical parameters in the
inflow at various stages of mine development. Graphs of chemical
parameters versus time showed that the concentration of radionuclides and other elementa in di1charge water may exceed allowable
limits. Treatment may be required to reduce concentrations of groso
alpha radioactivity, uranium, zinc and arsenic ptior to discharge.

Methods and construction schedules for ouch treatment processes
could be estimated based upon the calculations of water quality and
quantity with time.

INTRODUCTION AND SITE CONDITIONS
Inflow of water into the underground openings of a mine can have a
profound effect on the progrees and coat of mtntng. The presence of
water in the formations to be penetrated by mine workings and the
quality of the water may dictate the method of mining and may necessitate measures to mitigate water hazards. A prognosis concerning
the extent to which a future mine development and operation is going
to be affected by mine inflow must be provided to mine planner• prior
to the commencement of conceptual deeign efforte.
The quantity and quality of mine inflow from layered deposita is
often governed by a small number of strata which have significantly
different hydrodynamic and geochemical properties than the surrounding formation. Those features which can dominate the overall hydrologic and chemical characteristics of the formation under investigation can be further classified aa:
o

Beds which have significantly higher or lower permeabilities
than surrounding otrata.

o

Zones of different hydroetatic presoure.

o

Mineralized zones which cause the chemical composition of the
water to differ from surrounding strata.

o

Oxidized or reduced zones which cause the composition of the
water to change.

Accordingly, predictions of the anticipated quantity and quality of
mine inflow require that strata displaying hydrological properties
different from those existing in surroundings be identified in terms
of their position within the stratigraphic profile, areal extent, and
hydrodynamic propertieo. These requirements in turn, dictate teoting
methods which are able to produce high resolution hydrogeological
data. In other words, the method muot provide information on the
hydrodynamic and geochemical characteristics of all strata to be
influenced by mining. A method which meets these requirements io the
drill stem testing (DST) method.
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A potential uranium mine where the DST teats were applied is discussed in thia paper.

The mine is located on

Gre~n

Mountain in south

central Wyoming in the northwestern United States.
Initially, exploratory drilling has been performed with the purpose
of defining mineralization for development of a full scale underground mine. This proposed mining project involved the development
of a shaft and horizontal headinga in the saturated part of the
aquifer. The abaft i1 expected to be aunk to a depth of 1066 meter•
(3,500 feet) and heading• are to be driven at depths of 847 metero
(2,780 feet) and 1027 meters (3,370 feet) below the surface. The
shaft and headings will encounter water and the resultant inflow
will be discharged at the ourface (after appropriate treatment).
The limited impact on the groundwater regimes adjacent to the shaft
and headings is of interest as a regulatory isaue, although the
impact io anticipated to be amall.
Geologic Setting
The rock unita composing Green Mountain are the Battle Spring Formation (lower unit) and Crooks Gap Conglomerate (upper unit). Lithologically, the unite are composed of arkosic conglomerate•, aandotonea, conglomeratic oandatone, and ailty lenses, all of Eocene
age. Contacts between beds are generally gradational. No tectonic
or erosional diacontinuities were identified within the area conoidered for underground development. Sediments are continuous and
moat of the strata can be traced for the entire area under consideration (approximately 1600 meters). A three-dimensional fence
diagram illustrating aubaurface geology within the Green Mountain
project and configuration of exploratory mine workings is shown in
Figure 1.
Hydrogeological Setting
The hydrologic system of concern ia within the Battle Spring
Formation and conoista of a unconfined aquifer starting at approximately 280 meters (920 feet) below the surface. The water table of
thia system slopes away from Green Mountain indicating that the top
of the mountain ia a recharge area. The Battle Spring Formation
aquifer will be a main contributor of inflow into the mine workings.
The hydrogeology of the project aite ia unique and includes:

228

o

Significant depth to the water table in excess of 274
meters (900 feet).

o

Thickneaa of the aquifer reaching 1220 meters (4000 feet).

o

Aquifer stratification in termo of primary permeabilities.

o

Aquifer stratification in termo of water composition.

o

Aquifer recharged from surface infiltration as the primary
recharge mechanism.

These characteristics dictated that the drill atea teat should be
the primary aethod of uae for hydrogeological investigations. The
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basis for this testing

deci1ion~

the results obtained, and the

application of results are discussed in the following •ection.
Reference io also made to the supporting testing and analysis to
obtain the desired quantity and quality of mine inflow.
METHODS OF ACQUISITION OF HYDROLOGICAL DATA
To aaaeso mine drainage and ita impact on future mine operations at
the Green Mountain mine, it waa neceo•ary to identify and test
water-bearing 1trata to be affected by mining. !dentificaicon of
water-b~aring strata in terma of their location within the stratigraphic profile, areal extent, and lithological character is u•ually
accompliehed during the exploratory drilling program. Determination of other aquifer properties such as the permeability, undisturbed formation preeaurea, drainability, temperature, and water
compo•ition require special hydrological testing in the foTmation
under conaideration. Two teoting methods, the pumping teat and the
drill atem teat were used to acquire the required data at the Green
Mountain site. A synoptic presentation of the implementation of
these methods and their advantages and disadvantages are described
and compared in the following oection.
Pumpina Test
Numerous testing methodg are available to investigators. The moat
comprehensive data on aquifer characteri!tice, however, can be
derived from a pumping teat. Data obtained from a pumping teat
repreoent aquifer characteristics averaged over the total volume of
the formation tested. The composition of water samples obtained
during a pumping test represent an average value from all layers
producing inflow into the pumping well.
Pumping tests became lea• accurate for inflow assessments under conditions of:
o

Distinct formation stratification in the fona of lithologic
and hydrodynamic properties as well as water quality characteristics.

o

Limited recharge capacity ouch aa a recharge zone.

For these conditions, the pumping test is not eensitive enough to
identify the stratification and may give erroneous reaulto.
In a oituation where the aquifer is stratified and deep and recharge is limited, drill atem teating provide• definite benefits.
D!ill Stem Testing
The DST method was developed by the petroleum industry to test
pressures and permeabilitiea of hydrocarbon reaervoira. In the DST,
sections of predetermined thickness of an aquifer are either allowed
to produce water or recover their pressure. Conceptually, DST is a
short-term modification of the puapina teat with all ito components
such a• pumping and recovery periods.

JU
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In the DST method, a substantial smaller volume of the system is
investigated. Hovever, the high resolution of results obtained by
this method io often essential vhen the quality and quantity of
water draining from different strata are to be predicted. However,
relatively high hydrostatic pressures are required to provide good
result•; i.e., ua~ in shallow aquifer provideo dubious results.
Technique of Drill Stem Testing
During the drill etem tnt, the str>~tigr~phic interval of intereot i•
iaolated in the hole by the uoe of a packer (or packero) &ttached to
th" drill pipe and allowed to yield fluid into the drilling pipe
under the influence of thO! formation head. A typical drill ote:m test
oetting io shown in Figure 2. Drill stem testing conoists of perioda
during which the formation produces fluid (flow periodo) fo!lcved by
periode when the formation is shut-in to allov the pres•ure t0
recover (pressure build-up periods). Figure 3 illustr•tes a di•tribution of th_,~., periods vhi.ch consist of the following:
o

Prior to initiation of drill otem testa, all fluid from the
drill pipe ia evacuated by swabbing. By opening t~e shut-in
valve, the formation is allowed to yield fluid into the drill
pipe for a short period of time. Thi• port of the test is
termed the "first-flow period" (n'L) and usually lasts,
depending upon the formation permeebility, 5 to 30 minutes.

o

Following the flow period, the shut-in tool is clooed,
causing the for~ation pressure to recover. This part of the
drill ltl!ll test is called the "first build-up period" (FSU).
Th~ first build-up period u•ually lasts 15 to 90 minutes.

o

After the initial flow and build-up periods, the shut-in tool
is opened again and the formation fluid flow• into the dri11
pipe. ColllliiOnly, this production period, called the "second
flow period" (SFL), last a frOG! 30 minutes to 2 hours.

o

After the second flow period, the shut-in valve is closed
again isolating the formation and alloving the pressure to
recover. This eo-called "second build-up period" (SBU)
concludes the typical drill stem teats.

Pressures within the rested formations are recorded throughout the
test with a bottom hole transducer/recorder. Figure 3 shows each
phase of the teot described ~bove (identtfied by its pressure
reopon•e on the graph).

2JO

A wide variation is possible in the combination of operation and
c0111ponenta of test settings. It ia, for example, fairly common that
a drill stem teat 28 described above is followed by a long-term slug
test. Duri<~g the slug teat, the formation is allowed to flow until
practically full recovery is achieved. If the difference between
formation and atmospheric preaaure is too small to allow for sufficient duration of all production, ami recovery periods, injection
tests can be performed. Such a modified version of DST, howev~r.
excludes the opportunity to collect water quality samples.
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HYDROGEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS AT GREEN MOUNTAIN
Hydrological investigations were conducted to provide the following
information:
o

A pre-mining baseline for documentation and comparison with
condition• during and after exploration.

o

Aquifer parameter• neceoaary for evaluation of potential
drawdown and other effects during exploration.

o

Prediction of groundwater inflow into mining workings and
impact to the groundwater and ourface water regimes.

Investigations were conducted between 1979 and 1981, including geological exploratory drilling, geophysical logging, pumping testa, drill
stem testa, and laboratory permeability testing. During the initial
stage of hydrological investigations, the pumping teats ~re regarded
as the moat suitable hydrological testing method. Tva pumping tests
were performed in Wells TW-1 and TW-3, both in the Battle Spring
Formation aquifer (see Figure 1). The pumping testa performed in
these vella produced different sets of aquifer characteristics. The
tran.miaaivity values differed by a factor of 7 and the water chemistry wao distinctly different in both vella. Specifically, waters
from TW-1 contain significantly higher concentration of radionuclidea
than water from TW-3. Such a difference in permeability values and
water composition for the same aquifer tested with the same method,
although quite acceptable in hydrological investigations, first
appear somewhat disquieting when it came to the assessment of mine
inflow. A posaible explanation for such differences in aquifer
characteristics ia that different parts of aquifers displaying
different hydrodynamic properties were tested because the pumping
vella were screened at different intervals. Well No. TW-3 vas
fully acreened and derived water from an upper more permeable part of
the aquifer where concentration of radionuclidea were small. TW-1
vas extracting water from a lower part of the aquifer which has a
lower permeability and higher concentrations of radionuclideo due to
mineralized zone.
To determine where the moat prolific and, from the m1n1ng standpoint,
potentially troubleaome zonea ~re located, the drill stem testing
(DST) method was selected. DST can also delineate sections of
inferior water quality. Acquisition of this information allowed
proper modification of planning procedures, and proper selection of
remedial and mitigating meaaurea.
Drill Stem Testing Program
Dr1ll stem testing vas conducted in two vella, TW-5 and TW-6.
These ~lla ~re located in the southern and northern portions of
the proposed exploration workings (see Figure 1). TW-5 was drilled
in the proximity of the proposed shaft location to a depth of 1128
meters (3700 feet). This depth is slightly lower than the projected shaft depth. Fifteen drill stem tests were performed in this
well throughout the entire saturated thickness of the Battle Spring
Formation aquifer.
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TW-6 w11 drilled in the northern portion of the propoeed explor•tion
work ina•. Five drill Item teet• were performed in thi• well at the
depth of the ur•nium miner•lialtion and the propoeed he1d!na•·
The criterla for nl ec t ion of dept hi of the dri 11 etom t uu in
hole ware:

u~h

o

High or low permeabilitiel •• preliminarily aeaeseed from
effective poroeity loge.

o

Location of zonee of uranium mineralization.

o

Location of propoeed mine workings.

DST Instrumentation
The downhole inetrumentation consisted of a modified Lynes "Treat and
Test Tool" packer aseembly. A• shown in Figure 2, the downhole
assembly consieted of the following major components:
o

Water-inflatable rubber packer (elements A in Figure 2):
The inflatable packer conformed very well to borehole
walls. When expanded by a differential pressure of 67 bar
(1,000 psi) above the existing downhole pressure, thie
packer provided an excellent seal.
"'

o

"J" elot tool (element B in Figure 2): Enentially, this
component ts a valve which either (a) hydraulically connecte
the infl1t1ble packer with a drill pipe, thus 1llowing its
inflation or d~flation or (b) seals the packer off in an
inflated position lllowing the DST to be performed. The "J"
slot tool ia operated by lifting and rotating the drill
pipe.

o

Shut-in tool (element C in Figure 2).: This component i1 a
valve wh1ch operates between the teeted section of th~
borehole and the drill pipe. In the open (or flow) position,
the valve allows the formation water from the tested section
beneath the packer to enter the drill pipe. !n the shut-in
position, the connection ia cut off and formation pressure
allowed to recover ("build-up"). The shut-in valve ia
operated by rotating the drill pipe while the packer is
inflated and the "J" elot tool ia locked into the testing
poaition.

Depending on aeneing inatrumentation system, the pressure and
temperatures in the tested intervals were either monitored and
recorded at the surface-located computer system (Conducting Wire! ine Syatem), or recorded onto the downhole memo.ry recorder (Digital Memory Recorder System) . In the Conducting Wireline System
(CWL), three, 0 to 345 b1r (0 to 5,000 pail quartz preaeure transducers were uaed to monitor prea1ure and temper•ture readinaa
in the teated zone below the packer aa well 11 preaaurea and
temperaturea in the borehole above the tested interval. Transdu-.
cera located in the sensor carrier were connected with the surface~
located data proceeaing equipment through a single conductor
wireline cable.
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A achematic representation of the downhole and surface instrumentation
is provided in Figure 2.
The CWL system haa aeveral advantages over standard DST methods employing
downhole recording devices:
0

Immediate data evaluation. Examination of data during
acquisition facilitatea early detection of oyatem malfunction. Often deficiencies, for example, leakage around the
packer, can be corrected without the removal of the instruments from the borehole. Initial evaluation of aquifer
response also allows for modification of testing procedurP.s
as testing progresses.

0

On-site data analysis durin¥ testing. Parameters which
determine aquifer charactertstics such as permeability,
formation preaaure, and temperature are obtained as testing
progresses. No additional time for data reduction and
calculation is required.

0

Monitoring above, within, or below the tested inverval.
Detection of leakage around the packer and also rad181- flow
through the formation pores and fractures is possible.

0

Monitoring packer inflation.
11

Packer inflation can create a

squeeze' 11 or overpressure on the tested interval.

In low

permeability formations, this can create delays and interpretation problems. In the medium to high permeability sections, however, the overpressure dissipation can be treated

as a "pulse" test providing preliminary transmissivity values
for the testing zone.
0

Higher resolution £ressure data. The transducer has a
resolution+ 7xlo- bar (0.01 psi) and an accuracy of+ 0.17
bar (2.5 paT). The accuracy may be improved with further
transducer calibration.

The CWL system also has some limitations and disadvantages. The
limitations should be addressed and identified during the process of
selecting a testing method. The main disadvantages of the CWL syatem
are:

o

External vireline cable_ This component is the moat frequent
source of breakdowns. Special care is required in cable
handling and maintenance. To prevent the cable from being
caught between tubing and the borehole walla, tubing centralizers are required. In poorly consolidated or unstable
formations, the centralizers may aggravate sloughing and
caving problema, This, in turn, may results in delays or
loaa of downhole instrumentation.

0

Dedicated 110 AC power. Additional p~er generating units
used exclusively for the CWL system instrumentation and data
proceosing equipment are required.
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Summary
Owing to the implementation of DST methods, the strata of uranium
mineralization and overburden were well defined in terms of their
location, thickness, drainability, permeability, porosity, hydrostatic pressure, and ch~mical makeup. These data, in turn, were
analyzed by the engineering design staff to select the beat preventive method. The personnel responsible for the economic analysis of
thia project utilized these data to effectively plan preventive meaaurea and aa1eaa impact•.
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APPENDIX A
TECHNIQUES OF DATA ANALYSIS

Two methods were used to analyze the DST data. One method was used
for the flow period data analyses (FFL, SFL, SLUG); the other method
wae uaed to analyze the buildup period data (FBU, SBU).
Flow Period Analysia
Cooper et a!. (1967) [3] introduced a method for calculating the hydraulic conductivity and storage coefficient of a homogeneous,
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isotropic arteoian aquifer of uniform thicknesa which is fully
penetrated by a well. A hydraulic gradient is established around the
well by instantaneously removing from or injecting into the well a
known amount of water. The problem is described mathmatically
by:
+

.!.
...

s

r

(Eq. l)

where:
h • hydraulic head at radius r, and time t.
r • radius from well center
t • time
S • formation storage coefficient

formation transmissivity

! •

Thil equation deacribeo nonateady, radial flow of groundwater.
The solution to this equation is presented by Cooper et al. (1967) in
the form of curves of P(t)-Ps versus the dimensionless time parameter
Pa-Pi
8 • Tt/rc2 for each of several values of a • rs2s/rc2.
where:
P(t)
Pe
Pi
rs

•
•
•
•

head or preaoure data aa a function of time
atatic head or pressure
initial head or pressure (when flow begins)
radiua of borehole
rc • inside radiua of tubing string

The use of these type curve• ia similar to the Theis graphical method
of pu.p test analyaia. A plot of the quantity [P(t)-Ps/ Pa-Pi]
versus t is made on oemilogarithmic paper of the oame scale as the
type curvee. The type curves are then placed over the teat data and
translated horizontally (with the horizontal axes coincident) until a
beat fit is achieved, In thio position a aatch point ie chosen, and
the COOrdinates of thia point, Cl and 8 are read fr011 the type curve,
and t is read from the data plot. The valueo of transmissivity (T)
and storage coefficient (S) are then calculated fro• the following
rearrangements of the equations juot presented using the coordinates
of the match point.
T • 8rc2

(Eq. 2)

S • irc2

(Eq. 3)

r;7
Two other plotting metnods were also used to analyze the flow period
data (See Ramey et al, 1975) [6]. The5e techniques were specifically
designed to accentuate either early or late time data and to indicate
borehole-storage affected data. Because the Cooper et al. plotting
technique givea a more even accentuation of the early and late data,
it waa used to calculated the reported T and S values.
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Suildlj.£_ !'erio<!~;.olya is
A eecond :1lOlution to the aforementioned t:.!!dial groundwater flot.i!'
equation was dO!veloped t>y Horner (1951) (5) and is uoeful for
buildup period analyois. Horner's •olution io:

H(t) • H. - ~
-

log

411T

t

(Eq. 4)

+ lit

~

where:
h'""' in~ idO! the well bore at time
•tatic h~ad
q ® production rat" of previouo flow pO!riod (~saumed to be
constant)
t • time tince shutin (buildup time)

!!( t)
H0

q

M

T • teat zone

at

m

transmie~tvity

length of previou• flow period (all conoi.ocent units)

!his equaLiO'\? i ' solved graphically by plotting H(t) versum
log t + ~t, drawing a straight 1 ine through the data and measuring

--4e-·

the ch.,nge in H(t) on this lin" over one log cycll!.
equation then reduces to

The atove

where Ah • ch~nge in hl!ad on the line over one log cycle.
calculued.
Th~

T i& then

aemilog plot used in the Horner analysis can also be used to e•ti-

mate the static formation

pre~1ure

head"

The axis where log t+6t

~

At
r<!presents infinite r1!cov10ry time, and the value of H(t) at thi•
time should equal H8 unh;u th~ r"eervoir hao been permanently
depleted.
Fro. the results of both the flow data analysis and the pressure
buildup analysis~ values of the test interval trsn1sisaivitv were:
obtained. The hydraulic condkt ivity of the rock in tho! t"~t interval• was calculated using the following equation:

(Eq. 6)

K • T/b
where:
b • chickneoe of the test interval.
K ~ hydraulic conductivity.
A.!'PENDIX B
TECHMIQUES OF WATER QUALITY .1\.NM,YSIS

Sample Collection

w.. ter

•-?l<!•

~nd

Analyies

""r~

taken fl·,a ail DST zon.:•, repreoent ing water
qu"l ity from d~pths of 335 to 1066 met .. rs ( 1, !()() to 3, 500 feet)
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below the ourface. Weter w&a removed by owabbing prior to a-.ple
collection until specific conductance •eaaurements ~re approxi·
~ately conatant.
Typically, a w•t0r volume of about three time• the
teltinc volume waa removed. A teating volume it equal to the length
of tne ta1ted interval timee the croaa sectional ares of tne open
borehole. Both field and l~boratory mea1urementt wer• perfo~=d in

accordance with atandard

~thuds.

[1,7)

Shift DieeharR• Wattr Qualitt
Holt majo~ ~onatttuent• ana-iract •l .. ent• in t~~ w1ttr quality

11mpleB ;olltct•d durinc DST

~~~ins

did not exc;ed any of tho

sonrnme~t

criteria 18,9) for do~~~eltic uu. Cut~in p&ram<lltna
which IXC@edcd mtandarda ~~ a faw d@ptha in TW-5 and TW-6 will not
pr111nt problems baeau•• the vatara comina fr~ tnt bottom of the
ahefc will be mixed with vattre from all ltv•l• prior to diachar&•·
ThUll pltiiGIIfttu include iro!l, lud, thlill!nuall, copp4!!r and !lli!lllnue.
Othtr parameters which @XC&@ded the a!lowablt etandardl at th@
majority of the olevationo or contain~d e~trlm•ly hl&h conc@ntrationa at a pcrticulQr elevation includa:

o Groll alph•
o TDS (Total Diasolved Solids)
o
o

Uranium

Allolonis

o

o
o

Zinc
Arsenic
TSS (Total Su•~nded
Solids)

For these paraseters, calculations were performed co
in concentrations in water from the shaft during its
detemine if aixing of "atera flowing into the ahaft
to dilute the concentration• to level• which clid not
atandard.

predict changes
sinking and to
vas suffid•mt
exceed the

Groao Alpha Activity Evaluation•
To determine how the groao alpha act1v1ty (or concentration of any
of th<!! inveatigated cheaical species) would change during shaft
construction, the following data were used:
o

Inflow into the ahaft from a 40 foot unlined interval located
at the baoe of the ahaft. Thia inflow wae determined at
different perioda of construction correapondin; to different
depths within the shaft.

o

Seepage into the 1haft from the lined oection of the sheft at
varioua time• during ahaft conetruction.

o

The total inflow into tne ahaft. Thia number is equal to the
su.aation of the previous two inflowa.

o

The &roaa alpha concentration of different elevations.

The concentration of groaa alpha activity or a particular chemical
apeciea in the water to be diacharaed when the ahaft reachea the nth
level ia equal to:

2.39
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0 •

(Eq. 7)

where:
0

concentration of chemical specie a in diacharge water

Cn • concentration of chemical specie. in water from
ci
qn
q;

unlined base of a haft
• concentration of chemical species in water from lined
aection of shaft
• inflow rate from unlined base of the ahaft
• inflow rate from lined section of shaft

By calculating D at each interval aa the shaft is sunk, an estimatE
of variation of groaa alpha levels in the water is obtained based
on progress of shaft construction. It is also pouible to see if
dilution will reduce the levels of activity which were described
for each deptn in Figure 5A. Figure 58 provides a graphical
presentation of the resultant discharge water quality.
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FIGURE

2

DST INSTRUMENTATION SVSTI:M SOiEMATIC.

FIGURE 3

EXAMPl.£ FOR DST SEQUENCE
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FIGURE 4
OISTFUBUTION OF PERMEABILITIES
AND H'I'OROSTATIC PRESSURES WITHIN THE
BATTLE SPIIING FORMATION AQUIFER 2~·3
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